Dry Casting Report – 5 June 2016
Well, what a turn around, from 4 last month to 13 this month, plus apologies from Mark Hanson and
Alan Jones. Great to see, let’s keep it up.
It was good to see Pat turn up, even if he didn’t cast, it sounded as if he may do so in the future. The
two of us spoke about a sausage sizzle in the not to distant future.
A special thanks to Peter Pek aar who didn’t cast but helped out all day with scoring the accuracy and
also using the laser.
Rob Pekaar had a successful day with top scores in all sections except single handed accuracy along
with the longest cast of the day at 165m in the 112gr.
Also in the open section Mark Nurse scored the highest in the single handed accuracy.
In the vets division Hendo top scored with 153 in the double handed accuracy, there were two bulls
eyes on the day, one went to Mal in the double handed and one to myself in the single handed
accuracy.
By the way, never get on the wrong side of Jeff Hewton, he sure knows hoe to tangle fishing line, and I
am not talking about his own.
Klaus and Hendo had their own competition going in the distance events with Klaus in front in the 56gr
by 7m and Bob coming back in the art bait by 4.5m.
It was great to see mal back at casting along with some new faces. Vic, George, Sri and not forgetting
our Reel Talk Editor.
By the way if there was anyone who didn’t enjoy themselves. I do not want to hear about it.
There are 2 important issues I must bring up again.
Firstly, can you please be ready to cast when it is your turn. This would save a lot of time by the end of
the day.
Secondly, don’t forget to pay your money and write your names on the tag provided, this must be done
as early as possible to save time when writing out the score sheets.
Donr forget that there are sinkers and other casting paraphernalia for sale on the day.
Thanks once again to all the helpers, it makes packing up so much easier.
Ron Thomas, Dry Casting Officer 2015/16
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